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ContriButors

josh Meraz
 I’m originally from Brawley, CA. I love drawing, painting and 
short walks on the beach. I am currently a student of graphic 
design at Kent State University and live no where near a beach.



Ryan Warner
Ryan Warner is an artist, musician, writer, and editor of
splat art magazine. He enjoys the creative genius of fine 
craft beer brewers, his familiy, long daydreaming ses-
sions, and strapping a bag of cameras to his back and 
spending the day on his bike or longboard following 
his creative currents. 

The gallivanting and endearingly idiotic founder of getdelicious-
DOTnet that resides in cars, on rooftops and riding trains.  
Read him talking about music here, http://www.getdelicious.
net/.  Download his music here and friend his other band 
here http://oldmanandgirl.bandcamp.com/.  A tumblr of 
bizarre fiction coming soon, The Strangler! http://strangeler.
tumblr.com/

Zak McCune
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Opening LetterNkp ws phflph
It’s the 4th of july and it’s not as hot and humid as
the past...it’s actually kinda cool with a touch of 
humidity. i’m 4 days late on getting this magazine out..
at first i was a little freaked out by ths...but after step-
ping back for a minute i realized that this magazine has a 
mind of it’s own...if it wants to show up on your computer 
a few days late..it will. i realized that family and my own 
being come first. now that said, with old crow medicine 
show playing in my ears on the headphones at 3:24 in the 
morning with fireworks cracklin’ in the night air i know that 
this issue has to come out and take form as it’s own. this 
is a bit of an odd issue i must say...instead of traditional 
art or street art we’ve got two articles on computer art...
then old school with a vintage camera...ahh but we got 
Lauren also with her painted creatures. So we got a little 
old school with a little new school in this issue. I have 
learned that when things take a life form of their own all 
you can do is hold on and steer a little bit that you can 
and hope that you don’t hit a pebble in the road. Welcome 
to our third issue.

floyd- 3:35 a.m 
4th of july 2011
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Lauren Pfund
    ryan warner



Upon entering the studio 
of Laren Pfund, I immedi-
ately had trouble focus-
ing on the task at hand, 
which was this interview, 
and found myself awe-
struck by the brilliant col-
ors and and the imaginary 
worlds that were plas-
tered all over the walls 
and ceiling. I must admit I 
was a little nervous about 
doing my first ever one on 
one interview in person 
with someone I had never 
met before, but once in-
side the studio all ner-
vousness went away and 
I found myself being re-
verted back to my happy 
days of childhood, play-
ing imagination games 
and reading story books 
with the most fascinat-
ing creatures doing the 
most fascinating things. 
However I was not a child 
again, I was a 34 year old 
man sitting in this room 
utterly unable to turn my 
attention away from the 
brightly colored (almost 
glowing) camel that was 
facing me from one cor-
ner of the room or the big 
green elephant holding a 
goblett glass and
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wearing a red bikini with the most astonished look on it’s face. Then 
I began to look around me, to get a better understanding of my sur-
roundings and I found these creatures to be everywhere, looking down 
from the ceiling, all along the floor boards, on the walls behind me, they 
were everywhere. And then it hit me, I was not afraid of all of these for-
eign animals and brightly colored people, I actually felt quite at home 
amongst them. They were very welcoming to me into their worlds....I 
almost didn’t want to go back. I mean, be honest with yourself. If you 
looked up and saw a big bright blue creature with a very long bent nose 
wearing a tutu running across your site, wouldn’t you want to stay and 
follow it on it’s adventures....I know I did.



To be honest with you readers there was going to be an interview here...in 
fact an actual interview did take place in Lauren’s studio. However after 
listening to the interview I did a bonehead move and accidently erassed the 
interview. Honestly though the interview wasn’t as excitng as the artwork 
because interviewing people in person is not my forte. So your not reall miss-
ing out on anything real exciting...the exciting stuff I remembered.

Lauren is one of the most creative painters that I know in Toledo because all 
of these crazy images come from her imagination. She said she decided to 
quit doing figurative work because she was studying theraputic art and real-
ized that she would have to paint from her imagination in order to work in
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inside Laurne’s studio
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Lauren’s studio



She is also currently working (slowly) on a children’s book with her sister...
which after being explained the story line...is wonderful. I can’t wait to see 
the finished product. I would tell you about the storyline the way she 
explained it to me...but then you wouldn’t be surprised when it was all fin-
ished. Ok..I will give you a hint...it involves the creative thought process of 
fish. 
 Lauren’s work can be seen at the Secor Building  and often times at 
Bozarts in downtown Toledo.
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kodak brownie hawkeye
photos and article by ryan warner



Some people may say that it is a waste of time and money, that you can 
create any kind of desired effect that you want by using Photoshop and 
your digital camera. Why pay for film when you can just use digital? Why 
waste your time trying to find a place that will develop medium format 
film? The photography industry has worked so hard to make film obsolete, 
why would you want to continue shooting with it....especially with a cam-
era that was created from 1949 to 1961?  You can’t even focus with this 
camera.

However some of us do not care about convenience in our work. Some of 
us still like the qualities that film gives us. Some of us like the fact that the 
camera does not focus. Some of us think that not every situation is a perfect 
situation for digital cameras. And yes, some of us are crazy enough to spend 
the money on medium format film, to spend the time trying to find someone 
to process the film, and then spend the time editing the negatives to our 
desired liking. I happen to be one of these people.

I grew up on film though and first started my love affair with photography 
when I started studying it in college using a Cannon Tlb and working in the 
university’s darkroom. That was magic to me and I would spend hours in 
there after class up till it closed at 10pm. I understood one rule about pho-
tography...that it is best to get a good shot than to work with a bad shoot. 
However since I was shooting in bars most of the time capturing the images 
of live musicians, I had a lot of negatives that were thin or underexposed. 
Then what do you do? So I started learning how to bring the blacks out and 
create contrast. I loved this.

Time went on and I went digital. However the love affair with film did not 
diminish. Even though I don’t have a darkroom I can still edit in Lightroom or 
Photoshop. So I started shooting film again. This time medium format. I had 
just got my hands on a Holga camera using120mm film. This was great. Then 
one night on ebay I found the Kodak Brownie Hawkeye for a cheap price. 
This camera shot 620mm film which is no longer made. After some research 
I discovered that after a few easy modifications, which I will tell you at 
the end of this essay, I was able to shoot 120mm film in the Kodak Brownie 
Hawkeye. 
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Film changed for me. This was almost has basic as it gets to capturing an 
image. The viewfinder is a bit challenging to use, but after a few hours with 
the camera it started to become very very addictive and I started to really 
really love the work that I was doing with it. Now this camera has perma-
nent spot inside my camera slingback and travels where I go, right next to my 
35mm digital camera. I actually got very lucky and I received a second 
Brownie, only this time a twin lens reflex, that was from a friend of mine. 

The images tend to have very unique colors in them. There are at times 
uneven light marks on the film, which is due to a slight bend in the film at 
times due to the way that it is rigged up to use the 120mm film. Most of the 
time the image comes out different than what you imagined it to look like 
when you are setting it up in the viewfinder. Since there is no light meter you 
have to guess on your lighting, but this adds to the charm of the image. This 
is pretty experimental work. If you are on a photo assignment with a 
specific task to shoot that is supposed to look a certain way...then don’t use 
this camera....I would shoot a few though cause, well, you never know. It 
could wind up being pretty freaking awesome. This camera is more for the 
experimentalist at heart, the editing junkies, the apostles of the creakiness 
that comes from a rigged  and outdated $10 camera.
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As far as my editing process goes, since I don’t have a dark room I send my 
film to a lab and have them put the negatives onto a disk for me. Then I 
load it into my laptop and edit it with Photoshop. I don’t do any crazy 
Photoshop techniques with the images...really all I do is I study the 
negative and get and idea of how it should look to me. Then I go to work 
bringing out the colors and the exposure. I don’t mask, I don’t use layers, 
at times however I may blend out some of the light leaks if I don’t like the 
way they look.
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How to Set up Your Brownie for 120 mm film:

First of all 120mm and 620mm film are the same they are just put on dif-
ferent sized spools. The 620mm film spool is a little bit shorter and a little 
bit narrower at the wheels on the end. Now the the place where you load 
the film, it will give enough to take the 120mm spool. However where the 
intake spool goes, this will not, so you have to use a 620mm spool there. 
You can buy these on ebay for a pretty decent price. Before you put your 
120mm film into it’s spot...remember I said that it would fit, well it will, 
but all you have to do first is since the wheels at the ends are a bit bigger 
you have to trim them down at the line that you see on the wheel. Most 
scissors work great on the plastic. If you don’t do this the spool won’t 
spin, try to get it as smooth as possible. Now you can pop the 120mm film 
into it’s spot and pop the 620mm spool in the intake spot and you are all 
set to shoot.
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summer has hit and I have been listening to a bunch
of different stuff lately...most of it is not new by 
any means. Here is a list of good stuff to check out
when you are feeling like you need some sunshine or 
just some great music for your ears and soul.

  1. Bob Marley- the king of reggae and some say a             
                                prophet.
  2. Jimmy Buffet- go ahead and laugh and then give
                                 it a listen...you might like it
  3. The Skataltes- old school instrumental ska at it’s finest
  4. The Old Crow Medicine Show- some real shit-kickin’
                bluegrass music..to quote my step-dad
  5. Seasick Steve- a blues great that plays on shitty 
         guitars and stomps on a wooden box
  6. Widespread Panic- georgia based jam band with great
         lyrics. swamp infused humidity ridden blues and   
         grooves. 
  7. Fela Kuti- another king...this one of afro-beat jazz
  8. Yonder Mountain String Band- another young bluegrass
      band--they do a kick-ass “Crazy Train”
  9. Damian Marley-”Gong Junior” Bob’s son. Following in the
       same footsteps but adding some dancehall and hip-hop.

Sounds       
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Spaghetti Salad
1 lb.(break pasta in half before cooking)thin spaghetti-drained
1 cucumber-chopped                     
 1 onion
Cherry tomatoes                              
Black olive-pieces
Broccoli head pieces                       
1 c. shredded parmesan
1 carrot-sliced thin                    
1 jar Marzetti Slaw Dressing                                             
Toss “ALL” together in large bowl
Put in refridge & cool---Tastes better!                                       

Taste



Spaghetti Salad
1 lb.(break pasta in half before cooking)thin spaghetti-drained
1 cucumber-chopped                     
 1 onion
Cherry tomatoes                              
Black olive-pieces
Broccoli head pieces                       
1 c. shredded parmesan
1 carrot-sliced thin                    
1 jar Marzetti Slaw Dressing                                             
Toss “ALL” together in large bowl
Put in refridge & cool---Tastes better!                                       

green chili hot sauce
1 can chicken noodle soup-
    just use the broth
10 to 12 green chilis
2 tbsp. garlic
dash of olive oil
dollop of honey
few shakes of celery seed
few shakes of basil

sautee peppers for a few minutes and add all the 
ingrediants except honey. after about 5 minutes of 
cooking, pour into the blender and blend until it has 
turned to a thick liquid.

Taste
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Art in Games:

        part 1
josh meraz

None can deny the ongoing influx of video games in this modern age. As tech-
nology progresses so does expand the market for virtual entertainment and 
there are no signs that it is slowing. Avid gamers know the value of a power-
ful computer tower or laptop. Novice users know the ease of use contained 
in a video game console. The goal as of late has been to produce a console as 
powerful as a PC, but with more pickup and play ability. The greatest asset to 
a virtual world is that it appear seamless.

Enter the Xbox 360 console. Upon its release on November of 2005 the world 
was introduced to a new and revolutionary standard of gameplay. Although 
nintendo made the pixel and the polygon popular, Microsoft proved the ulti-
mate successor by pushing forward a powerful yet affordable game engine. 
The Microsoft Xbox console proved it’s worth with the original Xbox by beat-
ing out the Playstation 2 both in graphics and online capabilities. It gave the 
ability of almost infinite playability to the most novice of users. The best part 
being that the technology existed here in America.

What’s better than a console with great looking games, an insanely usable in-
terface, and online capabilities? The answer is the Xbox 360 and the Playsta-
tion 3. Dueling competitors is ideal for game production. Two companies buck-
ing for the right to be number one. Microsoft was first, but can they sustain 
the number one slot? Why should it matter to us? Everyone knows competi-
tion is great for the consumer. Here in America we get what we want when 
we want it and for the price that we want. By now Americans know the game 
and how it works. Yes, it’s the land of opportunity, but it’s not the kind that 
falls into your lap. Video games are no longer a stigma attached to comput-
er nerds who can’t function around the opposite sex. They are for everyone 
whatever sex. There’s a pie here waiting to be sliced up. A big piece belongs to 
artists.



josh meraz
From concept art to texture fills good solid art direction can be more than 
enough to fuel the fires of the next best selling game. It’s not a new field 
and it’s not something that’s going to happen. It’s happening now. Art and 
entertainment have a long lasting relationship and when it comes to video 
games it’s a love love relationship. As children we all imagined that we 
could exist in a world where everything was a playground. We could cre-
ate what we wanted with ease. As we grew older we understood that it 
was an impossible as well as irrational want. A person cannot exist only in 
a playground. It is however, possible to build a virtual playground that one 
can visit at anytime. It is also possible to make this virtual playground very 
realistic. The words “virtual reality” once existed as a phrase to describe a 
specific computer generated world. Now it is used to describe any associa-
tion with a computer network. Your identity in that world is your “virtual 
identity.” These are commonly used terms in the mainstream. The term 
“computer nerd” is a thing of the past. Everyone owns a computer now and 
soon everyone will own a console.

However virtual the world may be the opportunity remains very much a 
real possibility. There is nothing left holding back the push of the digital 
age. Right now creative minds are fusing together countless ideas and they 
need skilled workers to bring them into fruition. Anybody with an ounce of 
creativity will exist in this world. Those who are more creative will thrive 
in this world. Those who are the most creative will determine the limits 
of this world. This is a defining moment for artists and designers and it 
doesn’t mean we have to trade in our pencil and paper for a Wacom tablet.

Today’s games are an integration of artistry and playability. In other 
words if it looks good and it plays good it’s going to sell. There are many 
factors that contribute to this: If there’s a story is it well written? What 
do we know of the protagonist? Do the character designs look good? Do 
the levels look good? Is it easy to pick up and play? How long is the single 
player campaign? Is there multiplayer capabilities? Games that expound 
an excel in all of these categories have the potential to be unforgettable. 
Games like that will not only sell at launch, but have a sort of afterlife that 
exists long after its initial worth. One such game is Microsoft’s own Halo. 
There is no one alive today that hasn’t heard of this game. Easily the most
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Master Chief. Protagonist from Halo franchise. Owned by Microsoft Studios.
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popular first person shooter of its time and still in the running today. Every 
Playstation 2 owner had a friend that owned an Xbox and constantly talked 
about this game. Arguably the only thing better than Halo was Halo 2. There 
is however, another side to this coin. Every box owner had a friend who 
owned a Playstation 2 who couldn’t stop talking about God of War. Argu-
ably the only thing better than God of War was God of War 2. If you’ve never 
heard of Kratos or Master Chief it’s because you own a Nintendo.

Thus far Nintendo chooses to ignore the growing market for a more visu-
ally dynamic style of gameplay. They’re only prolonging the inevitable. 
Soon they’ll have to give in to fans who clammer to see next generation 
Super Mario Bros., Legend of Zelda, and Metroid games. Let’s face it, the 
only real reason to own a Nintendo is for it’s licensed characters such as 
Mario, Link, and Samus. You won’t find them on any other console. That’s 
good for Nintendo. That’s the kind of strategy that keeps them in the run-
ning. Memorable characters are essential to any game that wishes to pro-
duce a franchise. Story lines can prove to be just as successful even without 
a recurring protagonist. Case in point, the Resident Evil franchise. Anyone 
who’s into survival horror gets excited when Resident Evil is mentioned. The 
original director’s cut can still be purchased as a download on the Playsta-
tion network store. The best looking version, however, was released on the 
Nintendo Gamecube where it was given a complete graphics engine over-
haul. It looks as good as Resident Evil 4 and maybe would have been as fun 
as Resident Evil 4 if the gameplay mechanics were updated as well. There 
are five sequential episodes to the Resident Evil franchise, but also included 
in the franchise are a veritable cavalcade of miscellaneous episodes which 
serve as side stories except for the prequel of which is appropriately titled 
Resident Evil Zero. The name itself will move the games off the shelves at 
launch, but without updating accordingly, it’s not enough to keep them 
moving.

With the introduction of the next generation console, anticipation grew for 
updates to all of the already successful franchises such as Resident Evil, 
Metal Gear Solid, Halo, and even the youngling God of War, but would all of 
these heavy weights leave room for newcomers? The answer is a resound-
ing yes! In the time it took to produce these updates to old favorites, new-
bies pushed forward and breathed life into the next generation consoles. 



It’s not enough to launch powerful consoles. You’ve got to have the 
games to back it up or no one is going to buy it. In November of 2005 
when the Xbox360 was released it wasn’t Halo as the forerunner, but it 
was a franchise. You remember Call of Duty 2, arguably the last really 
good World War II first person shooter. Because next generation consoles 
were disc based there existed only one flaw in an otherwise seamless vir-
tual world that could not be avoided, the God damn loading screen! Wait-
ing for that stupid bar to fill up is the absolute worse thing about playing 
a really intense game. One minute your spilling over with excitement and 
the next if feels like you’re waiting for a bus that isn’t coming. What’s the 
answer? Better hardware? faster disc speeds? Better than the that. Con-
tent. The answer was to integrate content into the loading screen. Call 
of Duty 2 had snazzy black and white WWII movie clips while the game 
loaded between missions. It was interesting, inspiring and best of all it 
made the virtual world seem more real. Granted the cinema didn’t at all 
match the gameplay, but the first time that film started rolling and that 
newsreel announcer came on I just remember it felt perfect for World War 
II. Most of us weren’t there so that’s all we have to go on. It’s an easy con-
notation to an era that didn’t belong to us. It was purposeful and it was 
art.

An even more important contribution to the next generation console are 
the more integrated cutscenes. At times it becomes difficult to decipher 
when exactly you’re supposed to start playing. Games that evoke this 
ingenious device create the seamless playground that our inner children 
all long for. Not only are we immersed in the storyline, but also tied to a 
sense of purpose. It feels more like a dream that we created in the back 
of our minds than a virtual world created by someone else. Once you’ve 
played a game like that it’s really hard to go back to a game that feels 
patch-worked together. That’s the artistry of it. That’s where creativity 
comes in. We can put together these worlds. We can immerse players into 
a playground where anything is possible. We can write it, design it, sketch 
it, and work with others to build it. We may never be able touch the big 
franchises, but there’s nothing to stop us from creating our own. Anyone 
who owns a console knows that there’s nothing better than having a new 
game to play. Any artist knows there’s nothing better than having a new 
project to work on. There are plenty of avenues to explore as a designer 
and artist. This is one such avenue that should not be ignored.
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Master Chief. Protagonist from Halo franchise. Owned by Microsoft Studios.
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*All works published are reproduced with permission of the 
artist. Artist retains all copyrights to the artwork and the 
image will not be reproduced or used in any other format.

This is a Random 
Dharma Jazz 
Production
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